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It has been more than three years since the military terrorist
attempted the coup on 1st February 2021; the people of Myanmar
are still against the dictatorial system with various forms of
resistance like non-violent ways as well as armed revolution.
Women are being killed every day due to grave human rights
violations committed by military terrorist. Thus, the presented data
are monitored and collected on reliable media by the Burmese
Women's Union (BWU). The actual figures could be higher on the
ground due to the challenges and limitations of free-flow
information, as BWU faces numerous obstacles and challenges in
accessing data and information. 
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Due to BWU's data monitoring from various reliable media, (67) women
were killed from 1st -30th June 2024 across the country. Among them, (44)
women died in the military airstrike, (16) women lost their lives due to
military artillery shelling targeting civilian homes and villages, (5) were
killed by the military without reason, (2) died due to stepping landmine.
Among (67) women fatalities, BWU found that (14) were teenagers under
18 years. In addition, (57) were wounded; among them, (24) were by
military artillery shelling, (26) were due to aerial bombardment by the
military, and(2) were due to landmines, respectively. (1) woman was raped
by the military, and (1) was raped by the civilians. In addition, (5) women
political prisoners got severe injuries due to beating and torturing by
prison authorities. 
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Based on the BWU's data monitoring, (10) women were arrested
nationwide. Out of them, (8) were arrested by the military
terrorists for wearing flowers on the birthday of Daw Aung San
Su Kyi. According to Assistance Association for Political
Prisoners (AAPP) data, (5,555) women have been arrested, and
(4010) women are still under detained since the military
attempted coup on 30th June 2024. The number of women
arrested could be higher on the ground.

According to the media data collected by BWU, the number of
women fatalities was (28) from Sagaing region, (13) from Rakhine
State, and (11) from Shan State respectively; Sagaing region had
the highest number of women deaths in June. According to
BWU's documentation, the number of fatalities and injuries
increased by almost half compared with May. 
 

Number of Women Detainees by Regions



Burmese Women’s Union

Remark: The actual figures could be much higher on
the ground as there are challenges in information
flow and obstacles to accessing them. 

https://www.facebook.com/burmesewomensunion

https://burmesewomensunion.org


